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What is C I V I TA S E C C E N T R I C
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC was an international project
funded by the EU that focused on developing
sustainable and smart transport and mobility in five
European cities in 2016–2020.
The ECCENTRIC project was part of the CIVITAS
programme launched by the EU in 2002, according
to which cities cooperate in developing cleaner and
more resident-friendly transport solutions in Europe
and the partner cities of the programme around the
world. In total, the project included 29 partner cities
and additional observer cities around the world.
In the four-year CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project, Turku,
Madrid, Stockholm, Munich and Ruse cooperated
in developing solutions to mobility challenges
and experimented with new ways of reducing
the emissions caused by transport. The special
characteristics of the project were the special living
laboratories, replication of measures in cities and
extensive evaluation.
Each ECCENTRIC city had its own test environment,
a Living Laboratory, where the project’s measures
were centralised. In these Living Laboratories,
innovative mobility solutions could be tested in reallife environments.

The chosen test environments are located in
residential areas outside the city centres with rapid
population growth and the pressure to develop
transport and mobility solutions is increasing rapidly.
In Turku, the living lab environment was the area of
Kupittaa.
The cities were also given the chance to replicate
mobility experiments already proven to work in other
cities. Replication allowed for implementing working
mobility experiments in addition to the city’s own
measures. All the measures performed in the project
were analyzed and related instructions have been
drawn up, allowing for any measure to be replicated
in other cities of Europe.
In addition, the project included the creation of an
extensive evaluation framework that allowed for
monitoring the impact of the project and how well
the goals were accomplished more accurately than
before.

A culture of experimentation as the
accelerator of sustainable mobility
Promoting piloting and experimenting in mobility
was at the heart of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project
activities in Turku.
Culture of experimentation refers to an operating
model where extensive and complex challenges,
such as a shift in the mobility system in the case of
the ECCENTRIC project, are divided into smaller
themes. These smaller problems are seeked to be
resolved by very specific and practical experiments.
Experiments always provide new information that
can be used as a support in decision-making
processes, for instance. In a certain sense, a failure,
too, is a result, as it indicates that something that
was experimented on would not work out.

In addition, new types of cooperation between
the private and public sectors and civil society are
sought through experiments. Establishing these
links was a central theme of the ECCENTRIC
project.
Experiments allow for evaluating the usefulness
of measures prior to wider implementation. The
core in developing sustainable mobility is to
make it economically profitable, and a culture of
experimentation allows for testing different business
models before full-scale implementation.
Consequently, correctly executed experiments will
pay for themselves through improving the quality of
services and generating savings by ensuring that all
acquisitions are accurate and correct, for instance.

A culture of experimentation is based on the
courage and willingness to try new approaches.

CIVITAS ECCENTRIC was funded by the EU Horizon
2020 programme.

Key figures of the
C I V I TA S E C C E N T R I C project
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The project experimented with electric vehicles.
Photograph: Nuppu Ervasti
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Turku as an E C C E N T R I C city
Turku is the first CIVITAS city in Finland and a
pioneer of promoting sustainable mobility. From
the very beginning, the activities of the CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC project were closely linked with
the strategic climate and sustainable urban
development goals of the EU and the city and region
of Turku and aimed at increasing the attractiveness
of the city.
The City of Turku aims to be carbon-neutral by
2029, and mobility plays a significant part in these
efforts. Transport is still the second-largest cause
of emissions in Turku, and the city’s climate plan
includes specific measures for low-carbon and
sustainable mobility. In accordance with the Turku
region growth agreement, the City of Turku is
investing heavily in new clean transport solutions.
In addition to the climate efforts, CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC has accelerated the three strategic
spearhead projects of Turku and it has contributed
to the Smart and Wise spearhead project.
ECCENTRIC has supported the creation of the
Turku Science Park vision and the development of
sustainable mobility in the campus area of Turku’s
higher education institutions in the Kupittaa Science
Park spearhead project. In the Development of
the City Centre spearhead project, ECCENTRIC
is particularly closely linked with the Mobility as a
Service concept.
The approach to transport in Turku has shifted in
recent years from private cars to more sustainable
modes of transport. Offering alternatives to private

cars is the largest challenge for this growing city in
the coming years.
Meanwhile, Turku is, in terms of its size and urban
structure, ideal for cycling and walking: for more
than 90% of the residents of Turku, it takes less
than 30 minutes to cycle to the Market Square from
their homes. There is great potential for increasing
cycling and the use of similar modes of transport
in Turku, which was used in the project’s various
agile experiments. The harsh winter and very
different seasons of the north pose very distinctive
challenges to mobility but also offer an opportunity
to carry out new types of experiments, such as
developing cycling in the winter.
In terms of its geographic size and population, Turku
is one of the smallest ECCENTRIC cities. Because
of this, most of the experiments of the project were
expanded from the test environment to the entire
city, although the revolution of smart mobility was
accelerated particularly in the Kupittaa living lab
area. The city bike-share system of Föli bikes, the
electric bus line 1 from the airport to the port and
the winter cycling test route in the city centre were
probably the most visible measures of the project in
Turku.

Timo Hintsanen
Photograph: Hannu Aaltonen

"The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project in Turku was
an integral part of urban development efforts
and supported the strategic goals of Turku
very extensively. In addition to international
and national networking, the local project
consortium played a very important role. Special
thanks to The Regional Council of Southwest
Finland, Turku University of Applied Sciences,
Turku Urabn Traffic Ltd, Western Systems
Ltd and Gasum Biovakka Oy for their strong
collaboration in advancing important matters.
The project introduced living laboratories as a
new concept where measures are focused in a
specific area where numerous mobility-related
challenges have been detected. In Turku, the
living laboratory environment was the Turku

Science Park area, which has slowly begun
to grow as an established hub of companies
and research activities. The number of jobs
in the area has multiplied in a little over a
decade without a specific plan for transport
arrangements. The project has changed this
trend by focusing on expanding the repertoire
of mobility, establishing a functional mobility
environment and implementing successful
measures in the area, also in terms of an
attractive and healthy urban environment,
instead of merely solving problems related to the
use of cars.
The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project helped
gather resources for developing the Mobility as
a Service concept and carry out a significant
evaluation process as part of the operations for
the first time. The impact of Turku’s measures
on a strategic level has been considerable, and
through effective communications, they have
also materialised on a practical level. The most
apparent change brought by the ECCENTRIC
project is the comprehensive approach to
developing transport and mobility as part of
urban planning.”
Timo Hintsanen
Director of Urban Planning, City of Turku

In addition, the project also promoted the use
of biogas as a fuel and the Mobility as a Service
(MaaS) concept. This publication includes a
description of all CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project
measures carried out in Turku.

Key figures in Turku
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Interactive and participatory methods in mobility
and transportation planning

Key lessons

The Regional Council of Southwest Finland studied and experimented with participatory methods
in planning the transport system of the Turku region. As the basis of this experiment, a report on
interactive and participatory methods in mobility and transportation planning was carried out, and
the methods assessed in the report were tested in the implementation of the Turku region park and
ride scheme development plan completed in May 2018. The report was carried out by consultants,
and its criteria included using participatory methods in the implementation. The participatory
methods included interviews of municipal representatives, a digital map survey for the residents of
the area, workshops for stakeholders, brainstorming and use of the Slack platform. In September
2018, the Kulje.fi website was launched. The purpose of the site is to provide a channel
through which residents, political decision-makers and parties active in the area can get current
information about the Turku region transport system projects and any measures related to the
transport system carried out in the area.

• Participation can also be arranged as a light process.

• The report indicated that participatory methods are not commonly used in
transport planning.

• Agile arrangement of participation was experimented on by integrating the
use of participatory methods as a requirement in the procurement criteria of
implementing the park and ride scheme plan, which yielded good examples
for effective arrangements.

Accomplishments
• The report on participatory
methods provided a lot of good
ideas that can be implemented in
the regional transport system.

What next?

• Experiences of implementing the
Turku region park and ride scheme
development plan were positive.
• The involvement of participatory
methods did not require any
additional resources as it was
included in the commission.
• The Kulje.fi website will remain
online after the project.

Park and ride scheme development plan
Photograph: Anna Lilja
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Participatory methods will continue to
be used more widely in the Turku region
transport system development work.
The aim is to incorporate the measures
experimented on as part of the Regional
Council of Southwest Finland’s daily activities
while other new methods discovered in the
participation report will be experimented on
in other projects. The development of the
Kulje.fi website will continue in order to make
it serve the need of the regional transport
system and the communication efforts of the
Regional Council of Southwest Finland as
well as possible.

Costs
The price of the Turku region
park and ride scheme report was
approximately EUR 50,000. There
is no benchmark to compare the
report with, in order to determine
whether the price of the report
would have been lower if the use
of participatory methods would
not have been included as a
requirement.
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Turku city centre transport environment survey
The Regional Council of Southwest Finland developed and carried out the Turku city centre
transport environment survey as a tool to help develop the transport system work. The purpose
of the survey was to study the residents’ mobility habits and attitudes towards the goals and
efforts of the regional transport system. The transport environment survey was conducted as
an online survey for the residents of Turku, Raisio, Naantali, Lieto and Kaarina. The first survey
was conducted in spring 2017 and again in autumn 2019. 3,530 and 3,038 residents of the area
responded to the first and second survey, respectively.

Key lessons
• A conventional survey is still an effective mode of collecting information and the
feedback related to the survey was positive.
• The promotion of sustainable modes of transport and sustainable mobility is
important also to the respondents who primarily use a car in the Turku city
centre.
• According to the results, residents are interested in the transport arrangements of
their nearby areas, but the respondents felt that they had little power to influence
any decisions. There is a lot of room for improvement in promoting participation
in transport planning.
• The results show that digital surveys are considered the most effective method of
participation, which means that carrying out transport environment surveys in the
future is relevant.

Accomplishments
• The surveys provided valuable information about
the mobility habits and attitudes of the residents of
the area.
• Both surveys yielded an adequate number of
responses, over 3,000 per survey.
• The project helped create a completely new
effective tool to support work on the regional
transport system.

What next?
The transport environment survey proved to be a convenient tool in regional
transport system work. According to the surveys, however, there is a need
for further development: for example, the results of the survey cannot be
generalized although the number of respondents is quite well in line with
the population distribution of the area. The aim is to develop the transport
environment survey into a regularly used tool that serves the needs of regional
transport system work and yields results that can be generalized.
The transport environment survey is a tool for developing work on the transport. system.
Photograph: Saara Norrgran
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Kupittaa Living Lab area
The district of Kupittaa was chosen as the living lab area for mobility experimentations due to its
versatile transport connections, large number of students and companies and its key location.
The bold culture of experimentation established in the project was realized in a variety of ways
at Kupittaa, for example, by designing a mobility hub in the area, targeted sustainable mobility
communications to the companies and housing companies of Kupittaa, improving pedestrian and
bike paths between Kupittaa and the student village, adding shared mobility services to the area
and directing traffic arrangements in new ways. The aim was to experiment with solutions that
promote sustainable mobility in the laboratory area that can be taken into use in other parts of the
city. Through communication efforts, various parties active in Kupittaa were encouraged to engage
in proactive interaction with the city in order to promote sustainable mobility in the organizations’
own solutions as well as the city’s efforts.

Key lessons
• The mobility hub designed next to the Kupittaa railway station was not completed during the
project due to a dead end in the negotiations with the landowner. An additional challenge
was to encourage local parties, such as housing companies and businesses, to participate
actively in the experiments. It may be possible that mobility is not an adequately attractive
theme, especially as there were no ready-made solutions on offer in the initial stages of the
project.
• The city must act as an enabler of new mobility and transport solutions.
• In the collection of information, the services of experts specialised in the subject whose
core activities are based on creating mobility solutions should be used when contacting
companies and other stakeholders.
• The thesis of Marja Tommola titled Experiments as a tool for traffic planning: Propositions
for traffic experiments in Kupittaa area in Turku outlines six transport experimentation.
suggestions in the Kupittaa area.

Communications
Organisations in Kupittaa were asked to
respond to two surveys about mobility
two years apart which aimed to study
the parties’ experiences of supporting
their organisations’ sustainable mobility
and the transport solutions in the area.
The marketing of mobility-related events
during the project was specially targeted
to parties in Kupittaa that submitted their
contact details in these surveys.
Kupittaa Living Lab area
Photograph: City of Turku

Accomplishments
• The key accomplishments in the Kupittaa living lab area include the Kupittaanpuisto park
transport experiment in which the area in front of the Kupittaa sports hall, usually crowded with
various types of vehicles, was closed to cars. Limiting traffic in the area increased safety.
• In the project, the pedestrian and bike paths under the railway and the motorway between
Kupittaa and the student village were improved, making the area more accessible.
• Several parties in the area added displays that show the mobility services and bus routes of
the Turku Region Public Transport Föli in their lobbies and distributed this information in their
communications.
• In 2017, Masterplan 2050, the vision of developing the Turku Science Park was laid out,
addressing the aspects of mobility detected in the project very well.
• The Kupittaa sustainable mobility surveys in 2016 and 2018 indicated that the largest obstacles
for developing more sustainable mobility were the attitudes of people and the rigidity of trip
chains.
• The applicability of the living lab area as a platform for mobility services was studied in a thesis
by Tiiu Tuomainen titled The capability to develop service-based mobility in the City of Turku: The requirements for implementing Mobility as a Service concept in the Kupittaa district.
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What next?
A proposal will be made to change the piloted traffic arrangements in front of
the Kupittaa sports hall into a permanent solution. Developing the Kupittaa
Science Park and the campus area is a top priority for the City of Turku, and it will
continue in the City’s spearhead projects. In addition to the measures performed
in the area, the City of Turku’s incentives to encourage its personnel to favour
sustainable mobility should be developed in order to set an example for private
companies. Cooperation with stakeholders and other parties active in Kupittaa
who have expressed their interest should be continued when developing new
mobility experiments.
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Kupittaa living lab mobility hub for different
modes of transport
A high-quality mobility hub was under development in the key location of Kupittaa. The goal of
the hub was to form a link between different modes of transport and transport services and allow
for flexible mobility without the need to own a car. A location for the mobility hub was surveyed
in the Kupittaa railway station area. The railway station area was seen as an ideal location as it is
situated close to various educational institutions and jobs and it already acts as a link between
bus and train transport. The plans were based on Petteri Kääriä’s thesis project about Kupittaa’s
Mobility Hub, which was carried out as a part of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project. In the end,
plans for the mobility hub did not materialise as the preferred outcome could not be reached in
the negotiations with the private landowner. In addition, the area suddenly transformed into a
construction site during the project, preventing the establishment of the mobility hub. Alternative
possible locations in the Kupittaa area were then studied. However, none of the locations were
suitable to the schedule of the project.

An illustration of the Kupittaa mobility hub.
Picture: Petteri Kääriä

Key lessons
• The ownership of land areas must be studied
closely. Confusion about the ownership of land use
was one of the deciding factors behind the failure
to establish the mobility hub.
• Alternative locations should be prepared in
advance.
• Some mobility hubs must have the capacity to be
scaled up later on.
• The more extensive the mobility hub is, the more
planning and resources it requires to establish it.
This must be considered in the time reserved for
planning.
• Close collaboration with transport planners is
necessary.

Accomplishments
• Discussions about the possible location of the mobility hub in Turku were
initiated.
• Awareness of the concept of the mobility hub and its significance in achieving
the City’s carbon neutrality goals was raised.
• A thorough survey about the possible locations of the mobility hub was carried
out and illustrations and an implementation plan were created.
• Areas that currently act as links between different modes of transport were
identified.

What next?
Plans for the mobility hub will be presented to the city of Turku’s planners
to provide them with additional information. The plans for the mobility hub
concept support the plans for the Kupittaa deck, travel centre and tramway
currently under development.
Four alternative locations in the Kupittaa area for a simple mobility hub were
identified. Based on these locations, it is possible to start establishing a light
mobility hub solution.

• Mobility Hub plan summary report
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The Mobility as a
Service concept
Between 2017 and 2020, a lot of awareness
about the Mobility as a Service concept was
raised in Turku and new mobility service
providers were supported in establishing
themselves in the city. Turku was responsible for
developing the internationally proven Mobility as
a Service concept to be used in all partner cities
of the project. During the project, an extensive
range of mobility service readiness level metrics
was developed as a tool for determining
the level of readiness of individual cities. An
extensive report in English was published to
promote the use of the tool: MaaS readiness
level for local authorities.

Additional remarks
Accomplishments
• Negotiations with various mobility
service operators and providers
were held during the project.
Some of the operators launched
or piloted their services in Turku
during the project, some parties
are currently planning to establish
themselves in Turku in the coming
years.
• In spring 2019, new electric
scooter operators entered the
market in Turku. The project
coordinated the cooperation
between the new electric scooter
operators and the City and
accelerated the negotiations with
new operators.
• Participation in the national travel
chain development process and
the national transport sector
growth programme.
• Providing the shared mobility
service providers with the
prerequisites for their activities has
been taken into account in Turku’s
new parking policies which outline
the permits to be issued to these
service providers.
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The potential for carpooling
experiments in Turku was
studied. Based on the locations
of homes and jobs of the
employees of the City of Turku,
potential areas suitable for
carpooling and experimentation
with the PiggyBaggy platform
were surveyed and assessed
in cooperation with Coreorient
Oy. It was not possible to carry
out the actual experiment
in spring 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but
the planning phase provided
useful information concerning
communicating about carpooling
services and assessing and
planning the mobility needs of
the city’s employees.

Electric scooters arrived in Turku in spring 2019.
Photograph: Katariina Salokannel

Key lessons
• National cooperation in establishing
the structure of services is essential as
everyone is facing the same challenges.
• Cities must take an active role in
discussions held with companies.
• Cities the size of Turku can have a
remarkable impact on EU’s future
development. This happened, for
example, in preparing the Mobility as a
Service readiness level metrics.
• The role of mobility data will become
increasingly significant in the future. It
is vitally important to stay vigilant and
active when it comes to trends and
to pay attention to needs in tendering
processes.

What next?
The City of Turku will continue to develop the Mobility as a Service concept in
order to access new levels of the MaaS readiness metrics in the coming years. This
development work is carried out as part of the City’s Smart and Wise spearhead
project.
Developing the Mobility as a Service concept requires a more comprehensive
perspective of promoting mobility on a regional level. A related publication titled
Guidelines on how to implement MaaS in local contexts was created, indicating
Turku’s updated readiness level in terms of development. This publication outlines
Turku’s future efforts of developing the Mobility as a Service concept.
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Transport mode linking services and ticket
cooperation
The regional public transport background system was developed in the project in order to allow
for integrating the products of other service providers with the ticket products of public transport
service providers. The first integration in which the system was applied was integrating the
ticket system of the city bikes in cooperation with the project partner Western Systems Oy. This
integration allows for using city bikes with the public transport travel card (Föli card). In addition,
the right to use city bikes is included in the majority of Föli season tickets without an additional
charge.
In this measure, the possibility of using Bluetooth beacons as a means of digital guidance in the
city bike-share system was also experimented on. This included cooperation with the Laulava
Ovipumppu company, which resulted in the opas.io concept that has since been taken into use
in Tallinn, for example. The open source map was also developed to serve the users of public
transport services better.

Accomplishments
• Western Systems created an interface description of the Föli integration
methods. The interface description is
available at www.foli.fi/avoin-data.
• The regional public transport
system has concluded cooperation
agreements with VR, Kyyti Group,
Reittikioski and MaaS Global. These
companies are now able integrate
single Föli tickets in their range of
services.
• A separate smart mobility section was
established on the regional public
transport system Föli website.
• Event organisers can integrate single
public transport tickets in their event
ticket products. The first integration
with Turku City Theatre was launched
in autumn 2018. Since then, the
ticket cooperation has expanded to
a wide variety of events. Cooperation
is currently active with five different
parties.

Key lessons
• It is vitally important to pay attention to
GDPR and Mydata issues when
establishing ticket integrations.
There is a Pro Gradu thesis on the subject:
Vera Fovet, Data protection in
a smart city bike system:
the example of Turku.
• Establishing interfaces requires constant smooth cooperation between a
variety of parties. The systems are dependent on each other and any delays
on behalf of a provider party can have a major impact on the implementation.
• If the possibility of integration has not been paid attention to when developing
a system, it is very difficult and, in some cases, even impossible to make
integrations later.
• Ticket integrations are generally considered to be easy, but in reality, this is not
the case.
• The ways customers use the city bike-share system and the underlying factors
for these patterns were studied in Mikko Haveri’s thesis titled Urban bicycle
sharing and business intelligence of customer interface: Case Föli.

What next?
The regional public transport service provider will continue to develop ticket
cooperation in order to provide the residents of the city and visitors with
uninterrupted and smooth travel chains. Turku has the ideal resources to
meet the ticket product integration needs of different parties. Interest towards
ticket cooperation increased significantly after the launch of the event ticket,
and the event ticket cooperation with different parties is expected to expand,
encouraging people to use public transport more extensively.

The theatre ticket includes a bus ticket.
Photograph: Hannu Aaltonen
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Safe bike and pedestrian paths in Turku
throughout the year!
In the project, a 12-kilometre winter cycling test route was established between the Turku city
centre and the Kupittaa district and a new enhanced winter maintenance method was experimented
on over two winter seasons. According to the Cycling barometer 2016, a study on the conditions
of cycling, people are unmotivated to bike in the winter in Turku primarily due to slippery paths
and snow frozen in the shape of grooves. Winter maintenance methods addressing the detected
problems were surveyed in a comparison study. According to the study’s results, a sweep salting
method was selected in the experiment. In sweep salting, any snow on the road is removed by
sweeping and the slipperiness of the road is reduced with a sprayable brine. The enhanced winter
maintenance method project was remarkably different from conventional regional projects, which
meant that particular attention was paid to quality requirements and method descriptions when
compiling the tendering process documents.

Key lessons
• Success required good planning and effective
cooperation and interaction with the contractor.
• The first winter should be approached with an
open mind and perceived as a learning process,
ready to adapt to any needs for change.
• Collecting feedback and monitoring and analysing
results are very important in justifying the
continuation of these activities.

What next?
• The enhanced winter
maintenance route was
continued after the project
and it has been planned as a
permanent part of the winter
maintenance efforts of the City
of Turku, expanding every year.
In 2019, the total length of the
enhanced winter maintenance
route was approximately 20
kilometers. The goal is to
reach a length of more than 80
kilometers by 2025.
• In addition to sweep salting,
sweep sanding was also
experimented on with good
results. Both enhanced winter
maintenance methods were
proved efficient in removing
snow and preventing
slipperiness.

Communications
• In addition to conventional communication
channels, signs were set up along the test route.
• In the experimentation winter of 2017–2018,
a local cycling association tested the route,
monitoring its condition actively and providing
detailed feedback.
• A master’s thesis about the preparation of
the winter cycling test route was prepared:
Annette Korkiakangas, The Development of the
Prioritized Winter Cycling Route – Case Winter
Cycling Test Route in Turku.
Residents of the city have been satisfied with the winter
cycling test route.
Photograph: Katariina Salokannel

• Summary report of the experimentation winters:
Winter cycling test route 2017–2019.

Costs
The costs of sweep salting
in Turku in the first
winter (2017–2018) were
approximately EUR 6,200/km.

Accomplishments
• A 12-kilometre snow- and ice-free path from the Kupittaa living lab area to the Turku city centre
is available throughout the year.
• Satisfied residents: 65% of the feedback provided by residents of the city was positive and,
according to a 2019 survey, 79% of the respondents were satisfied with the winter maintenance
of the bike path in Turku.
• From an experiment to a basic activity: The enhanced winter maintenance method will be
used more extensively in new project tendering processes. In addition, the experiment has
encouraged testing other new winter maintenance methods actively.
• Proven growth of cycling in winter: after the implementation of the enhanced winter maintenance
method, the volume of cyclists on the test route in January and February between 2018–2020
grew by nearly 70% compared with the volumes of 2016–2017.
• The enhanced winter maintenance methods have been taken into account in the new cycling
development programme of the City of Turku.
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Additional remarks
A light experiment on increasing safety and studying the safety risks caused by temporary
worksites to pedestrians and cyclists was also carried out in Turku. Mikko Suhonen’s thesis
studied the level of traffic arrangements and the related guidance on sidewalks and bike paths
in the City of Turku. In addition to complementing the guidance, discussions with contractors
in charge of road construction about the possibility of using new safety equipment to improve
the safety of the site were held. Based on these discussions, a brief experiment on using LED
fences that are more visible in dark conditions than traditional fences to cordon off any road
construction sites in the city centre area was carried out.
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Cycling barometers 2016 and 2019
The aim of the cycling barometers is to survey the attitudes of the residents of the City of Turku
towards promoting cycling and the views of cyclists on the conditions and quality of cycling in
Turku. A particular area of interest was cycling in winter.
The material of the studies was collected through telephone interviews with residents of Turku
aged 18–74 in November and December 2016 and 2019. The number of interviews in 2016 and
2019 were 1,012 and 1,001, respectively.
According to these studies, Turku’s efforts to promote cycling and improving cycling conditions
are strongly supported by the city’s residents. Nearly all residents of Turku have a positive attitude
towards promoting cycling.

Key lessons
• The residents of Turku would prefer
cycling if the cycling network was more
extensive and if cycling was safer.

Residents of Turku have a positive attitude towards promoting cycling.
Photograph: Katariina Salokannel

• Better bicycle parking services and
arrangements during construction work
as well as separating different lanes
would improve the satisfaction of cyclists.

Analysis
When analysing the results of these barometers,
it must be considered that no major changes
are to be expected in a time span of three years.
Change is slow in these matters. It must also be
considered that, in these studies, a cyclist was
defined as a resident of the City of Turku who
uses a bike at least once a week during snowfree seasons.

• 79% of those who ride a bike throughout
the year were at least quite satisfied
with the winter maintenance of cycling
routes. More improvements are needed
in removing melting snow and preventing
slipperiness.

Accomplishments
• The results have not improved significantly between the cycling barometers of 2016 and
2019.
• According to the barometer, cycling is a preferred mode of transport due to its ease and
the majority of people riding a bike are on their way to either work or school.

What next?

• According to the 2019 study, 89% of the residents of the city were at least quite
satisfied with Turku as a cycling city.

It is advisable to carry out more cycling barometers in the future as regular
reiteration allows for including the results in short-term cycling monitoring metrics.
The first cycling barometer was carried out in 2016 and the second in 2019. Based
on the results of these studies, the residents of Turku can be encouraged to bike
more by investing in the coverage and unity of the cycling network and improving
the safety of bicycle parking services and the general safety of cycling.

• A little more than one fifth of residents of Turku ride a bike throughout the year.
• Cycling barometer 2016
• Cycling barometer 2019
• Katariina Salokannel wrote a thesis on bicycle parking services: Sharing economy as
part of developing sustainable mobility: case bicycle parking service in City of Turku.
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Turku city bikes, also known as Föli bikes
In the project, the first year-round city bike-share system in Finland called Föli bikes was
introduced in Turku and integrated into the public transport system. The main goal of this measure
is to promote a car-free lifestyle by introducing a new mode of transport that makes short trips
particularly in the city centre area easier and faster. The introduction of the city bikes was aimed
to improve the attractiveness and popularity of cycling, in addition to which they were expected
to make it easier to ride a bike in the city centre and Kupittaa. The city bike-share system of Turku
includes 300 bikes and 41 stations.

Costs

Key lessons
• Any new mobility services should have short agreement periods that allow for critical
evaluation in rapidly changing market situations.
• Enough time must be reserved for testing the product, which must be considered
already in the tendering process. It is challenging to develop new ideas with the service
provider afterwards.
• New types of services require constant marketing and communication efforts to
attract the interest of customers. Because of this, the number of users has remained
disappointingly low. In May 2018, the number of users was at its highest when
approximately 3.2 trips per city bike were made daily.
• Electric bikes were tested as part of the system for six months. The electric bikes
functioned well and the users cherished the ease of riding them.

The value of the Turku city bike-share system contract
between 1 May 2018 and 30 Apr 2021 is about EUR
2.2 million. The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project will
cover EUR 380,000 of the costs as well as part of the
coordination, communication and IT integration costs.
The advertisement spaces for the bikes and the 10 digital
billboards set up in Turku, which yield profits to the
system, were tendered in a separate process.

Analysis
The aim of the measure was
to make public transport
more attractive to the
residents of the city through
the city bike-share system.
Although the number of
users was not as high
as expected, the users’
satisfaction with the system
was relatively high, 3.9 on
a scale of 1–5 (1=poor,
5=excellent). A report of the
city bikes between 2018 and
2021 has been published.

Föli bikes are available all year round.
Photograph: Katariina Salokannel

Communications
Föli bikes have a strong brand and their distinct appearance is in line with the general
appearance of Föli. The system has been promoted well by the media and the fact that the
system is available all year round has attracted a lot of interest. The communication and
marketing channels of the City of Turku and Föli have been used to distribute information about
the city bikes. Determining the various communication and marketing needs and reaching the
residents of the city comprehensively have been challenging.

Accomplishments
• The Föli bikes were developed in a new way that allows for various ticket integrations, such as
using the bikes with Föli season tickets.
• Role of a trendsetter: Other cities in Finland have already looked to Turku in how to establish a
city bike-share system.
• The city bikes have made cycling throughout the year a more accessible and visible option in
Turku. Thanks to their year-round availability, the Föli bikes were awarded the Cycling Action of
the Year award in 2018.
• In Turku’s city bike-share system, private parties have the possibility of purchasing a city bike
station on their site. Three stations have already been purchased.
• There are two theses about the Turku city bike-share system:
• Mikko Vallbacka’s thesis titled The procurement of a mobility service – Case bike sharing system
of Turku and Jere Sipponen’s thesis titled Föli-fillarit city bike system: Current situation and
effects of the trunk line reform on system expansion in Turku.
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What next?
The agreement period of the city bikes was three
years, including an option for three additional years. A
decision to not use the option was made by the City
of Turku in autumn 2020. In autumn 2020, the Mayor
of Turku suggested arranging a new tendering process
for the system. The idea is to establish a system that
covers a wider area than the city centre and supports
contactless payment.

Additional remarks
Anu Aalto did a thesis on Föli bikes
in which a strong, distinctive brand
as well as communication and
marketing efforts of the city bikes
was developed through narrative
ways and methods. The aspect
of research in this thesis was to
observe the use of narrative in the
context of developing a brand.
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Electric public transport

Key lessons

The development of electric public transport was initiated in Turku already before the start of the
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project. The first electric bus began operating on line 1 between Turku port
and the airport in October 2016, right at the beginning of the project. Next year, five more buses
were added to the fleet. The service has been developed constantly by improving the functionality
of batteries and charging stations, which is why the number of kilometers travelled by the buses
continue to improve every year. By autumn 2020, the buses had travelled a total of 1.6 million
kilometers. The measure was carried out in cooperation with Turku Urban Traffic Ltd.

• A new technology and new, relatively inexperienced
parties are possible risk elements. As there were no
existing operating models, a new normal had to be set up
from the very basics.

Communications

• Involving start-up companies always includes a financial
risk.
• Due to the project’s international nature, a lot of new
contacts abroad were established and, by following
the examples set by other countries, it was possible to
develop our own activities.

Marketing of the electric buses
has been a key part of Föli’s
communications and various
campaigns have been arranged to
market the buses, especially in social
media. Electric buses are visibly distinct
from traditional buses due to their green
appearance.

The first electric bus line in Finland was established in Turku.
Photograph: Turku Region Public Transport Föli

Accomplishments
• Through bold experimentation, the first electric-powered bus line in Finland was launched, and
now, the buses have travelled 1.6 million kilometres.
• The experiment yielded a wide variety of experiences and lessons about operational activities,
software development, the unique properties of electric buses and profitability.
• The sustainable base for developing more environmentally friendly public transport was
reinforced.
• A total of 25 drivers drove the electric buses and provided feedback that was used to improve
the driver comfort of the vehicles.
• The electric bus expansion plan has now been implemented and electric buses are included in
the normal procurement processes of the City of Turku. The possibility of expanding the use of
electric buses was studied by Sanni Riekki in her thesis titled Expanding the electric bus network
in the Turku area.
• The project studied the possibility of expanding electric public transport to waterways, which
supports any possible future development efforts.
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Analysis

What next?

• The electric buses on line 1 have generated
significant emission reductions: for example,
in 2019, there were 530 tonnes less CO2
emissions in the city due to the use of
electric buses.

Turku Region Public Transport Föli
will continue incorporating electric
buses as part of public transport in a
systematic fashion. One of the goals
of Föli’s electric public transport
expansion plan is to include 47 new
electric buses on public transport
routes by summer 2021. This can be
considered as a valid indication of the
success of the measure.

• The operational performance of electric
buses has improved remarkably over the
years they have been in use.
• Passengers have been very satisfied with
electric buses.
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Key lessons

Promoting electric mobility
The possibility of providing the employees of the city with electric mobility services and raising
awareness of the alternative modes of electric mobility was studied in Turku. In the one-year
experiment, employees of the city were offered nine different types of light electric vehicles to be
used for commuting, travelling for business and in their free time. The experiment was carried
out in cooperation with Valonia’s* mobility experts. In addition to the light vehicles, employees of
the city were also provided access to the concept of affordable shared electric cars, where the
employees have access to the cars during their working hours for free and, in their free time, for
a lower fee than the market price. The service was available for a little more than six months, and
the cooperation with Hertz Car Sharing received a lot of positive feedback.
* Valonia is an expert organisation specialised in environmental and energy matters and sustainable
development. Valonia is part of The Regional Council of Southwest Finland.

• The most popular and reliable of the modes of transport experimented on was the
electric bicycle.
• Electric vehicles are a relatively new mode of road transport, and the related
technology and the vehicles evolve quickly.
• A leasing agreement that includes maintenance, repair and delivery services is an ideal
concept in sharing this type of vehicles.
• The suitability of a vehicle must be assessed carefully by paying attention to the needs
and the area of use while considering the possibility of using the vehicle in winter. Ville
Heikkilä has written a thesis about the all year round suitability of light electric vehicles
in road transport.
• The pricing model of a shared car concept should be based on the rate of use.
• It is recommended to select a local service provider with easy physical accessibility, if
possible.
• An agreement of disclosing all possible data to the client should be made with the
service provider in advance.

Costs
• Labour costs during the experiment:
Project employee EUR 51,761 +
Project partner EUR 5,100

Additional remarks
• Light electric vehicles became legal
in Finland’s road transport on 1
January 2016.

• Costs of nine light electric vehicles:
EUR 28,321/year

• Vehicles powered by a motor with
a maximum nominal power and
design speed of 1 kilowatt and 25
kilometers per hour are classified
as light electric vehicles.

• Electric car experiment costs:
EUR 7,528.72/6 months

Shared electric car concept was popular.
Photograph: Hannu Aaltonen

• These vehicles include, for
example, electric bicycles, electric
mopeds, light cars, electric
scooters and other similar vehicles
that fulfil the criteria set for the
vehicle type in the Vehicles Act.

Accomplishments

• A driver’s license is not required
to operate a vehicle of this type.
Traffic regulations set for cyclists
are applied to these vehicles.

• Extensive experiences of using ten different types of electric vehicles.
• User experiences throughout the year in all conditions.
• 105 experimenters and 89 reported user experiences of light electric vehicles.
• The electric mobility experiment accelerated the business activities of several companies, for
example, from extending their range to offering leasing services.
• An enormous amount of experience in agreement and financing models, requirements related
to electric cars and the prerequisites for success.
• The shared electric car concept met the mobility needs of the city’s employees and other
parties in the area. The hugely popular service encouraged three other cooperation partners
to negotiate future arrangements with the service provider after the experiment.
• A summary report of the experiment titled Sujuvasti sähköllä – Sähköiset liikkumisvälineet
Turun kaupungin työntekijöiden käytössä was published.
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What next?
The lessons learned in experimenting with light electric vehicles will be applied in planning the
mobility services of the City of Turku. The range of available electric mobility solutions was
determined and tested comprehensively in the experiment, and a lot of new information about the
subject was gained. The results of the shared use concept and the division of costs allowed by
the concept as well as other results, experiences and feedback of the experiment will be applied
in developing the city’s processes related to other shared use concepts. In addition, the shared
electric car concept has great potential to become a permanent solution after the experiment
as the city’s partners involved in the cooperation have expressed their interest to continue the
provision of the service and are currently engaged in negotiations with the service provider.
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Promoting the use of biogas as a transport fuel
In the project, Gasum Oy carried out an experiment on using biogas as a fuel for heavy vehicles.
The biogas lorries were used on two sludge transport routes. Gasum Oy actively promotes
increasing the use of biogas in logistics and private transport. The goal was to increase the use of
biogas in private transport and heavy freight transport in Turku. The first biogas filling station for
private transport and heavy vehicles was opened in Turku in 2016, and the goal was to open two
more stations by 2020.

Key lessons
• According to the experiences from the experiment, the lorries must be equipped
with three axles in order to withstand the heavy loads of sludge.
• In addition, the lorries must be suitable for rural areas.
• Challenging aspects of the experiment included that it was not possible to load
the acquired articulated vehicles full of sludge and that one of the trailers broke
down during the experiment.

Communications
• Extensive coverage in the media,
especially in the magazines of the
industry.
• Extensive target groups.
• The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project
has been visibly promoted in the
tapings and general appearance
of the vehicles used on the test
route.

Use of biogas as a transport fuel has increased in the Turku region.
Photograph: Gasum Oy

• Gasum Oy has been active in its
own communication efforts.

Accomplishments
• The first biogas filling station in Turku was
opened at Tuontiväylä 2 near the Turku port
on 7 November 2016.
• The station is the first biogas filling station
designed for private transport, commercial
vehicles and heavy vehicles in Finland.
• The two biogas lorries travelled a total of
137,100 kilometres.
• The goal of increasing the use of biogas as
a fuel in the Turku region was accomplished
as a result of the cooperation.
• As a result of this measure, the annual
amount of CO2 emissions decreased by
87.7 tonnes.
• PM and NOx emissions were not included
in the calculations.
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What next?

Additional remarks

Use of biogas as a transport fuel has
increased in the Turku region. New
biogas filling stations for private transport
have made it possible for gas-powered
passenger cars to become more common
in the Turku region. Gasum Oy continues
to expand its gas station network.

• By the end of 2015, there were a total of
1,800 vehicles powered by compressed
gas (CNG, CBG) in Finland.
• In 2020, there were already 14,000 vehicles
of this type. In addition, there were
approximately 200 registered LBG lorries.
• The first vehicles powered by liquefied gas
(LNG, LBG) were also registered in 2015.
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Communications
In the project, communicating about
sustainable transport, mobility processes
and the measures was a key part of the city’s
normal communications of current matters.
Information about the measures of the
project was distributed through the various
channels of the City of Turku and
the project’s partners.

International exposure
for Turku
During the project, the entire Turku
project and individual measures have
been presented annually as part of
the project consortium and separately
in many national and international
conferences and events. Turku was
frequently presented in 2016–2020 in
the following conferences: ECOMM,
CIVITAS Forum and VeloFinland. The
city’s cycling measures, in particular,
were highlighted in the 2019 Velocity,
VeloFinland and World Winter Cycling
congresses.

Kenen ehdoilla –
art series
Inspired by the example of
Madrid, a series of pictures
titled Kenen ehdoilla (On
Whose Terms) was created
as a part of the project. The
purpose of the pictures is to
make the viewer see Turku
and mobility in the City in a
new light. The pictures can be
displayed either in a digital or
printed format.
Ihmisten kaupunki.
Picture: Hilda Ylhäinen

Events and campaigns
Unique city bike brand

During the project, various events
themed around transport and mobility
were arranged. These events included,
for example, the series of Turku Future
Forum events in 2017, the city bike-share
system launch ceremony in 2018 and
the public events of the Mobility Week in
2019. The subscription list of the CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC newsletter is based on the list
of participants in these events, including
8,136 respondents.
During the project, various marketing and
communication campaigns were arranged
in cooperation with the partners.

The strengths of the Turku city bike-share
system are its distinct visual appearance
and brand established in the project.
The yellow colour and additional colours
of Föli bikes are in line with the Turku
Region Public Transport Föli brand. Föli’s
communication channels and visual
appearance are used in distributing
information about the city bikes.

Kuva kaupunkipyörien mainoskampanjasta.
Kuva: mainostoimisto Hansdotter

The strength of the Föli bikes is their distinct appearance.
Photograph: Katariina Salokannel

Smart mobility publications
A series of 50 articles
In autumn 2020, five different journalists created a series of articles about
mobility for the project. The series of publications consisting of 50 articles
covers comprehensively different themes of transport and mobility in Turku
and presents the perspectives and goals of other sustainable mobility
projects in the area.
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• The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has
generated various publications related to
mobility in Finnish, including reports, theses,
reviews and articles.
• The project’s publications in English, such as
brochures, reports and factsheets are available
on the project’s international website.

Video material
Various videos were created in the project:
• Videos in English can be found on
the project’s international website.
• Videos in Finnish can be found on the
City of Turku YouTube channel with the
search term CIVITAS.

• Final report of the project in English
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Project analysis provides
lessons for us and others
Impact assessment of the tangible
advantages gained in the project
Sustainable mobility is promoted in various cities
through many types of projects and measures,
and the success rate and effects of the measures
are analysed in the related impact assessments.
However, it is very common that even projects and
experiments with large budgets are carried out
without analysing their impact and effectiveness
accurately enough or considering their scalability.
Even when the results of a project are analysed
systematically, they are often viewed only in the
light of the purely measurable end results and the
evaluation of the project processes and the related
lessons is neglected.

that covers not only an impact assessment but the
assessment of any obstacles or accelerators faced
in the project is invaluable in accomplishing the
goals of sustainable mobility.

The metering of projects and assessment of tangible
effects should not be overlooked; these efforts
are necessary in order to determine what can be
achieved with certain investments. However, it
is advisable to keep in mind that there are many
different pathways to reach the preferred outcomes
and that there may be a wide variety of obstacles
on these paths. A comprehensive project analysis

• What were the factors that supported or prevented
accomplishing the goals?

A comprehensive evaluation framework which
includes an analysis of the following themes of each
measure was created in the ECCENTRIC project:
• What were the goals of the measure?
• Were these goals accomplished? Did the measure
succeed in making a mode of transport more
sustainable, for example?

• Can the measure be scaled up in the city or
elsewhere?

Process analysis provides
valuable lessons for promoting
sustainable mobility
In the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project evaluation, the
impact of the measures and their processes were
analysed, including the factors that supported or
impeded the success of the measures. Whereas the
impact assessment of projects is focused on the
tangible advantages gained in a project, process
analysis is more about learning from the lessons
of carrying out experiments or the project. What
are the factors that support the shift to sustainable
mobility? And what are the factors that prevent this?

As the example provided above shows, involving
any relevant stakeholders of the project in
the planning phase is important, and it may
simultaneously impede and promote development.
In this context, the enhanced winter maintenance
pilot of the project was a major success; both
the public and the group of active cyclists were
involved in providing feedback in multiple ways,
which provided invaluable information about the
effectiveness of the maintenance method.

In the process analysis phase in Turku, a key factor
impeding the promotion of sustainable mobility in
any city was discovered in the form of issues related
to land ownership amid land use pressures. The
main issue highlighted was how cities can promote
developing the infrastructure of sustainable mobility
in land areas not necessarily owned by the city. For
example, a problematic aspect of the mobility hub
measure that was not possible to be carried out in
the ECCENTRIC project was that the land owners of
the area did not believe that establishing a mobility
hub would create added value and, consequently,
did not allow constructing a mobility hub on their
land areas in ideal locations. In the future, more
attention must be paid to solving any problems
related to urban spaces in the early stages of
planning to overcome these types of challenges.

In the project, these types of process lessons
were considered very relevant in terms of similar
future projects or measures. Reviewing the process
lessons also helps determine whether the measures
can be carried out in other cities and whether they
can be scaled up in the original city. Exploring and
analysing the various factors that either promote or
impede sustainable mobility in cooperation with the
project staff and stakeholders is vitally important
in order to plan effective measures and gaining as
widespread approval for them among the end users
as possible.

Process lessons are critical for planning future projects and measures.
Photograph: Annika Kunnasvirta
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What did ECCENTRIC provide Turku with
Shift in mindset
• The importance of comprehensive review and
coordination of mobility was made clear in the
project. The living lab approach was introduced
as a part of developing Turku. These were partly
considered in planning the spearhead projects of
Turku and their resources.
• The Mobility as a Service approach was
introduced to Turku as a new concept which
has since influenced many different planning
processes.
• The importance of communicating about mobility
as part of Turku’s general communications was
understood. Communications were arranged
actively with a wide range of methods.
• The project highlighted the need for more
extensive regional cooperation in the development
of transport and mobility.
• Cities the size of Turku can have a remarkable
impact on EU’s future development. A good
example of this is the Mobility as a Service
readiness level metrics developed in Turku.

The project had a direct or
indirect impact on the following
documents:
• SECAP plan (12/2017)
• National Growth Programme for the Transport
Sector 2018–2022 (12/2017) and its amendment
(2020)
• Cycling development programme (2018)
• Parking policies 12/2019

ECCENTRIC measures lead to
several additional projects
Inspired by the measures taken in Turku, the
following projects including local parties were
established:
• HEAT project 1 Apr 2018–31 Mar 2021, Central
Baltic Interreg
• BSR Electric 1 Oct 2017–30 Sep 2020, Interreg
Baltic Sea Region

• Transportation (LHT) agreement 2020–2031

• eBussed – Building capacities for European-wide
e-bus deployment, 1 Aug 2019–31 Jan 2023,
Interreg Europe

• Southwest Finland transport system plan update
(2020)

• HUPMOBILE 1 Jan 2019–30 Jun 2021, BSR
Interreg

• Turku master plan 2029 (plan proposal 2020)

• ”Green Mobility Chains”, 2 Sep 2019–31 Aug
2021, Finland ERDF funding/6City Strategy

• Turku region Land use Housing and

The following lessons related to
carrying out the project were
learned, among others:
• In terms of the impact of a project, it is vitally
important to invest more heavily in the analysis
process already in the project planning phase than
before.

International projects provide
an opportunity to continue
developing cooperation in a
variety of ways
Partly inspired by the measures taken by other cities
of the project consortium, the following projects
based either entirely or partly on ECCENTRIC
measures were established:
• City Logistics project, 1 Aug 2018–31 Dec 2020,
Finland ERDF funding/6Aika
• Low-Carbon Transport in Mobility Hubs, 1 Aug
2019–31 Oct 2021, Finland ERDF/6Aika
• GreenSAM – Green Silver Age Mobility,
• 1 Jan 2019–30 Jun 2021, Central Baltic Interreg
• USER-Chi project – Innovative solutions for
USER centric Charging Infrastructure,
• 1 Feb 2020–31 Jan 2024, Horizon
• CANEMURE-Finland project, ideas for the
mobility theme, 2018–2024, Life-IP
• In addition, there are a few projects waiting for
a financing decision or boosted by the statesubsidised mobility management scheme.

• Placing a comprehensive mobility project on the
city’s corporate level is strategically important.
• In a long-term, extensive project, the turnover of
employees must be considered more carefully in
the methods than before.
• The need for certain types of expertise varies
between different phases of the project, which
must be taken into account in the planning phase.
Particular attention must be paid to the extensive
participation of the experts of the city’s basic
organisation.
• In a project like the ECCENTRIC project, the
primary focus is on implementing new concepts.
Expertise on service design as well as business
development and involvement efforts performed in
cooperation with businesses are important to this
end.
• The project proved that theses can be used as
part of the process in a variety of ways. 12 theses
were completed during the project.
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New age of mobility

Steps towards success

Changes require adaptability

• Define the type of influence you want to
have.

The transport sector is undergoing a major
transformation. During 2016–2020, when the
project was active, the field of mobility changed
remarkably in a wide variety of ways. Climate
change became a key topic, which allowed for
promoting various things in the context of carbon
neutrality. It became possible to share data and
monitor data in real time and new electric mobility
solutions were introduced to the public. In the
international arena, the general focus moved from
infrastructure to a service-based approach. These
trends had their impact on Turku as well as the
entire project consortium.

• Divide large and difficult goals into
smaller themes and start implementing your
plan step by step.

CIVITAS ECCENTRIC had to change its plans
during the final year of the project. The COVID-19
pandemic forced people to stop and rethink their
lifestyles, including mobility and travel. People
started to commute less and considered walking
and cycling a better alternative than using public
transport and digital stores flourished, which had
an impact on the logistics of goods in cities. The
number of passengers in public transport plunged
in Turku and the use of shared vehicles declined.
The pandemic highlighted the need for improving
the city’s resilience in the face of crises and
improving the interaction with companies.

• Be prepared to change your plan if it
becomes necessary.
• Make sure that your plans and budget are
in line with each other and try to anticipate
any financial risks.
Stella Aaltonen
Photograph: Hannu Aaltonen

"Changing mobility patterns is a
long and multidimensional process
that attracts a lot of interest and
evokes a variety of emotions. In
Turku, the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
project showed that through
systematic communications and
cooperating with stakeholders, it is
possible to raise public discussion,
highlight different perspectives
and carry out extensive change
processes. International
cooperation accelerates
development work and opens
up new opportunities. During the
project, Turku gained prominence
in the international transport sector
discussions, which will support
accomplishing the mobility change
goals in the future."
Stella Aaltonen, Project Manager
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Turku
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• Invest in defining the starting level. Define
the indicators and collect enough data on the
starting level to make it possible to verify the
results later.
• Monitor the results extensively. In impact
assessment, it is ideal to focus on the
lessons provided by experimentation instead
of measuring only the results and products of
the experiment.
• Make your efforts transparent. The
transparency of processes and involvement
of stakeholders are important in making
permanent, systemic changes.
• Do not exclude local decision-makers
from the process, decisions issued on
strategic and political levels are required to
make major changes.
• Include everyone. Cooperation between the
private and public sectors is key in achieving
permanent results. In the future, resources
must be invested in this interaction.
• Combine different methods and tools in
developing solutions to meet the needs of
different stakeholders.
• Communicate with stakeholders and
arrange planned communications in order to
reach the target audience.
• Experiment boldly and have the courage
to fail. Making errors is an important part of
the learning process.
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ECCENTRIC
cities’ message
to Turku
”Turku has great potential to
promote sustainable mobility due
to its compact size and cyclingfriendly environment. In order to
accomplish its climate-related
goals and establish a sustainable
city structure, Turku must reduce
the use of fossil fuels significantly,
make more shared-use vehicles
and premises available and get its
residents out of their cars and part
of an active urban community.”
Paul Fenton,
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Stockholm

Messages from project partners

”Turku should continue investing
in mobility that requires physical
effort. The city should also invest
in fully electrified public transport
and the electrification of the
city’s own fleet of vehicles.”
Nikolay Simeonov,
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Ruse

”Turku should look at Munich
as an example of how to
increase cycling as a mode of
transport. We have increased
the rate of cycling successfully
by improving the cycling
infrastructure significantly and
arranging extensive and efficient
communication campaigns.”

”Turku could improve the
profitability of shared vehicles on
the market. In Madrid, there are
a few companies that provide
electric car and moped services to
consumers at a rather affordable
price. The City of Madrid supports
the operations of companies
that promote electric mobility by
providing them with free parking
spaces. In addition, the city has
designated parking spaces for
shared-use vehicles.”

Stefan Synek,
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Munich

Juan Azcárate Luxán,
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC Madrid

”The project increased the
involvement of regional transport
system planning, gave the
residents a voice and improved
communications altogether.
We also gained an efficient
communication tool that
supports involving residents in
the form of the Turku city region
transport environment survey.”
Noora Mäki-Arvela, Senior Planner
Regional Council of Southwest Finland
/ Valonia ja Lounaistieto

”Supported by the CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC project, we
introduced the first LBG lorries
to the Turku region transport
and, consequently, took the first
steps of reducing emissions
in heavy road traffic. In Turku,
we were able to establish
a complete closed cycle,
in which local wastewater
sludge is transported with
biogas-powered vehicles to a
local biogas plant, where it is
processed into biogas in order
to reduce the emissions of local
transport even more.”
Matti Ojanpää, Business Development
Manager, Gasum oy
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”Due to the project’s international
nature, a lot of new contacts abroad
were established and, by following
the examples set by other countries,
it was possible to develop our own
activities.”
Juha Parkkonen, Managing Director
Turun Kaupunkiliikenne oy

”As the main product of the project, we
have created a new scalable, deviceindependent application platform to our
public transport system, which made it
possible to include the Turku city bikeshare system in the system.”
Otto Myöhänen, Managing Director
Western Systems oy

”The project offered a unique
opportunity to thoroughly analyse
and examine sustainable mobility
measures and the reasons behind
successes and failures. The diverse
and exhaustive evaluation process
benefited not only the project itself,
but also provided new perspectives
for developing project analyses
at the Turku University of Applied
Sciences.”
Annika Kunnasvirta, Project Manager
Turku University of Applied Sciences
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Links included in the report (Finnish)
Interactive and participatory methods in mobility and transportation planning
Interactive and participatory methods in mobility and transportation planning report: www.varsinaissuomi.fi/images/tiedostot/Tietopankki/Julkaisut/2017/Lusenius-H.-2017.-Selvitys-vuorovaikutteisistaja-osallistavista-menetelmista.pdf
The Turku region park and ride scheme development plan:
www.varsinais-suomi.fi/images/tiedostot/Tietopankki/Julkaisut/2018/Turun-seudunliityntapysakoinnin-kehittamissuunnitelma.pdf

Safe bike and pedestrian paths in Turku throughout the year!
Anette Korkiakangas’ final thesis: Priorisoidun talvipyöräilyreitin kehittäminen –
Case Turun Talvipyöräilyn testireitti: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:tty-201804261567
Winter cycling test route 2017–2019 report: https://www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/
talvipyorailyn_testireittin_raportointi.pdf
Mikko Suhonen’s thesis: Tilapäiset jalankulku- ja pyöräteiden liikennejärjestelyt
Turun kaupungissa: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-2019061216676

Cycling barometers 2016 and 2019

Kulje.fi website: https://kulje.fi

Cycling barometer 2016:
www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files//pyorailybarometri_2016_turku.pdf

Turku city centre transport environment survey

Cycling barometer 2019:
www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/pyorailybarometri_2019_turku_hq.pdf

Transport environment survey 2017: www.varsinais-suomi.fi/images/tiedostot/Tietopankki/
Julkaisut/2017/Turun-ydinkaupunkiseudun-liikenneympristkyselyn-raportti-9-2017.pdf

Katariina Salokannel’s thesis: Jakamistalous osana kestävän liikkumisen kehittämistä:
pyöräpysäköinnin palvelu Turun kaupungissa: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-2018120520150

Transport environment survey 2019: www.varsinais-suomi.fi/images/tiedostot/Tietopankki/
Julkaisut/2020/Turun_ydinkaupunkiseudun_liikenneympristkysely_2019_raportti.pdf

Turku city bikes, also known as Föli bikes

Kupittaa Living Lab area

Mikko Vallbacka’s final thesis: Liikkumispalvelun hankinta – Case Turun kaupunkipyöräjärjestelmä:
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:tty-201801191113

Kupittaa park transport experiment summary:
Turku Science Park master plan:
www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files//turun_tiedepuiston_masterplan_julkistus_20171204.pdf
Tiiu Tuomainen’s thesis: Turun kaupungin valmiudet palvelumuotoisen liikkumisen kehittämiseen:
Mobility as a Service -konseptin toteuttamisen edellytykset Kupittaan alueella:
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-2018081514515
Marja Tommola’s thesis: Kokeilut liikennesuunnittelun apuvälineenä:
Ehdotuksia liikennekokeiluiksi Turun Kupittaalle: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-201904114848

Kupittaa living lab mobility hub for different modes of transport
Petteri Kääriä’s final thesis: Kupittaan liikkumiskeskus: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:tty-201801111069
The potential of a mobility hub in Turku and examples from European cities summary:
www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/liikkumispisteen_mahdollisuudet_turussa_ja_esimerkkeja_
euroopan_kaupungeista_eccentric_1_10_2020_1.pdf

The Mobility as a Service concept
MaaS readiness level for local authorities report:
https://civitas.eu/sites/default/files/maas_readiness_level_indicators_for_local_authorities_web.pdf
Guidelines on how to implement MaaS in local contexts publication:
https://civitas.eu/sites/default/files/maas_in_local_contexts_2020.pdf

Transport mode linking services and ticket cooperation
Föli’s smart mobility website: www.foli.fi/fi/fiksuliikkuminen
Vera Fovet’s Pro Gradu thesis: Data protection in a smart city bike system:
the example of Turku: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi-fe2018101238163
Mikko Haveri’s thesis: Kaupunkipyörät ja asiakasrajapinnan business intelligence:
case Föli: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-2019100719631

Jere Sipponen’s Pro Gradu thesis: Föli-fillarit-kaupunkipyöräjärjestelmän nykytilanne ja
runkolinjauudistuksen vaikutukset järjestelmän laajentamiseen Turussa:
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi-fe2019100331141
City bikes 2018–2021 situation report:
https://www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/kaupunkipyorat_2018-2021.pdf
Anu Aalto’s thesis: Tarinallisuus brändin kehittämisen välineenä:
Case city bikes of Turku: http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-2018103116413

Electric public transport
Sanni Riekki’s final thesis: Sähköbussiliikenteen laajentaminen Turun seudulla:
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:tuni-201911145943

Promoting electric mobility
Sujuvasti sähköllä – Sähköiset liikkumisvälineet Turun kaupungin työntekijöiden käytössä -report:
https://www.turku.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/sahkoisen_kokeilun_raportti_4.11_final.pdf
Ville Heikkilä’s thesis: Kevyiden sähköajoneuvojen soveltuvuus ympärivuotiseen liikennekäyttöön:
http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi:amk-201904215635

Communications
Series of articles related to mobility: www.turku.fi/smart-and-wise/liikenne-ja-liikkuminen/
liikkumisen-artikkelit
Mobility-related publications of the project: www.turku.fi/smart-and-wise/liikenne-ja-liikkuminen/
civitas-eccentric/fiksun-liikkumisen-julkaisuja
The project’s international website: https://civitas.eu/eccentric
Final report of the project in English: https://civitas.eu/sites/default/files/eccentric_final_report_-_new_
mobility_for_all_beyond_the_urban_centres.pdf
International YouTube channel of the project: http://bit.ly/civitaseccentric
City of Turku YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/Turkukaupunki
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